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Giving Up Palm Oil Might Actually Be Bad for the Environment
The trouble with the maligned crop isn’t its popularity, but where it’s planted

By Joe Fassler
Smithsonian Magazine March 2016

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/giving-up-palm-oil-might-actually-be-bad-environment-180958092/#87fyio3zddrJ6iSp.99

An Unhealthy Proliferation of Palm Oil Do-Gooders
At a time when the conversation around palm oil centres on deforestation, fires
and habitat loss – and global demand shows no signs of abating – several
companies have come together to create Palm Done Right, a new standard for
ethical palm oil production. "This is not another certification system, it’s a
movement," says its CEO Neil Blomquist.
http://www.foodnavigator.com/Market-Trends/Good-palm-oil-is-possible.-Thisis-what-it-looks-like-says-Palm-Done-Right-CEO

Currently there are almost 11 (and counting) Certification schemes targeting palm oil
producers and trade..
To these certification providers it is good business at the expense of palm oil growers,
producers and trade.
• Even when you voluntarily subject to certification, you are often blindfolded and placed
in front of the firing squad!

There is no lack of misinformation about peat conveyed to lay-consumes.
Yet the world’s expert are not stepping in to correct the mischief!
Simply Because the target is palm oil.

Mischief: Indonesia’s peatland and land use change accounts for 79% of its GHG emission??

Common Accusations Against Oil Palm Cultivation on Peat
 Palm oil is a mono-crop that has displaced tropical rainforest forests resulting in biodiversity loss
 Non - maintenance of riparian reserves. Enforcement of existing laws are non-existent.
 Forest fragmentation and its consequences on wildlife conservation are ignored by the plantation industry

When Scientists who depend on grounded facts and figures turn to fiction and
emotional blackmail to support their anti-palm oil campaigns, we are really in trouble!!!

Union of Concerned Scientists: Campaign Against Palm oil

Efforts by MPOC via its Malaysian Palm Oil Wildlife Conservation Fund
in conserving wildlife and biodiversity within plantation enclaves

In October 2016, the MPOC funded Sabah Wildlife Rescue
Unit (WRU) captured this unique “Saber-Tusked” Pygmy
Elephant in an oil palm plantation. It was fitted with an
electronic collar and released in a forest reserve.
We were the “TOAST” of the Conservation world for caring
for this unique animal

From being a “Toast” of the Conservationists we almost became “toast” when late November 2016 this Saber Tusker
and another elephant were slaughtered by poachers in the proximity of a plantation.

In the near term our industry must now be seen to be caring for the Wildlife within the plantation landscape.
Help Us to Help Yourselves!

The three “bad” oils and fats for people’s health: lard, butter and
margarine, with the exception of France  Palm oil (even growing)
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Butter and Coconut Oil ISN'T bad for you after all:
Major study says 80s advice on dairy fats was flawed
•Dietary advice from 1983 ordered cut of dairy fats and increase of carbs
'practically destroyed' public health and is 'to blame for obesity and
diabetes epidemic'

Malaysia through
PEMANDU took a similar
bold step and
concentrated on palm
phytonutrients rather than
palm oil.
We have some level of
positive gearing for our
palm nutrients especially
tocotrienols but have
probably set ourselves
back by nearly a decade by
not focusing on the main
commodity “palm oil”

International Dairy Federations invested heavily (US$60 Million)
in nutrition research. Their efforts are beginning to pay back

•
•
•
•

For nearly two decades we benefitted from the trans health scare.
Palm gained nearly a million MT in USA alone.
In a new move Codex is proposing to co-join trans free claims to saturated fat content in your product.
This is a new threat tp palm. MPOC is active protective your interests here!

The Challenge posed from high 3MCPDE Contaminants in Palm

• Palm oil quality specifications at 5% FFA for CPO trades. However, at the right price,
you can still source a higher quality product
• Industry must voluntarily raise the bar in terms of higher quality throughout its
production and supply chains
• Modern analytical tools are high precision instruments and detection levels have
progressively moved to lower levels, often ppb.
• This means that previously un-flagged “contaminants”, whether occurring naturally
or deliberately added will be detected.
The recent case of 3MCPDE and GE is a classic example
New challenges in the horizon could include:
• Mineral oil hydrocarbon (MOH) contamination in edible oils and fats
• Endocrine Disruptors (This was mooted by EU but luckily defeated for now!)

• Unless we volunteer higher quality and “contaminant” free products it
could prove disastrous and forever banish palm oil as a cheap oil with
associated negative implications.

Currently No-Palm Oil Campaign wins the hearts of the lay consumers in
Europe. We must overcome this by any means possible, including legal
recourse.

• These No Palm Oil labels may only be solved through intense intervention at the highest level
• Requires a Multi-Faceted approach including stern actions by RSPO to its “culprit” members
• Anti-Palm Oil lobbies seldom respond to niceties
19

• In 2017 and beyond MPOC promises to continue spearheading the defense of palm oil
• But we need your support and co-operation at every turn.
• Join and campaign with us to make your palm business a viable and sustainable activity.

THANK YOU
www.mpoc.org.my
kalyana@mpoc.org.my

